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01 Borrowing its design from light’s Promethean roots, design collective 5.5’s Fire 
Kit for SKITSCH tops a pair of crossed wooden logs with an E14 lightbulb encased  
in a Murano blown-glass flame. skitsch.com 02 New York-based trio RICH BRILLIANT 
WILLING continue their lo-tech tradition by marrying brightly painted plywood 
arms to brass shades for use in the Branch Chandelier. richbrilliantwilling.com  
03 Dutch artist Paula Arntzen’s La Couronne for ARTECNICA looks just as regal and 
massive as its name (French for “crown”) implies. Strips of thin, reflective copper  
foil spill over a bulbous two-tier light , displaying a burst of color and dimension. 
artecnica.com 04 In honor of Campari’s 150th anniversary, DANESE MILANO 
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teamed up with Matteo Ragni to create Fortunata, a multidimensional pendant  
of thermoformed methacrylate sheets inspired by Fortunato Depero’s iconic bottle 
design for the scarlet aperitif. matteoragni.com, luminaire.com 05 Part of a collaboration 
between Italian glass company Venini and London’s ESTABLISHED & SONS, the 
Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec–devised Lighthouse features a Venini glass shade 
that nearly floats in place, thanks to an aluminum arm on its Cararra marble base. 
The beacon comes in black (shown here) or white. establishedandsons.com 06 Lying 
low is hardly possible with Gaetano Pesce’s Portrait Lamp for MERITALIA. Upon 
ordering, users send in a photograph of someone whose profile informs the shapely 
upper edge of the ware’s resin cover. meritalia.it 07 German duo Yvonne Fehling 
and Jennie Peiz don’t bother hiding the textile cable supporting the energy-saving 
bulb of their Light fixture for KRAUD, shamelessly opting to make a beehive-like 
cone of the stuff instead. super-light.de, kraud.de 08 Doubling as a coat rack, Mario 
Mazzer’s plastic Tree Light for BONALDO is an ideal companion at the end of a long 
day’s work. bonaldo.it 09 Channeling the shape of a toadstool, Inga Sempé’s 
w103 for WASTBERG clamps onto a designated surface via its screw-like steel 
base, holding the hand-spun, aluminum-topped lamp firmly in place. wastberg.com  
10 It’s a bird! It’s a plane! It’s ... the latest whimsy-infused fixture by INGO MAURER. 

Called Birdie’s Busch, its metal base branches out to produce seven low-voltage 
halogen ends, each flanked with a pair of goose-feather wings. ingo-maurer.com 
11 Dutch talent Pieke Bergmans allied with STUDIO JOB to cook up their Wonder-
lamp collection, presented during Milan Design Week at Italian gallery Dilmos. 
Comprised of seven polished bronze objects oozing with hand-blown glass lit with 
LEDs, the shiny set includes everything from a genie lamp to paint buckets and a 
boiling pot (Pan, pictured). dilmos.it 12 Referencing Olympic medals, the solid copper, 
brass and stainless-steel Void lamp by TOM DIXON competes for a place on the 
stand with its pressed, spun, braised and lacquered flasks, shaped to conceal an 
efficient halogen bulb in its center. tomdixon.net 13 Fit for claw-crane arcade game 
lovers everywhere, Martin Saemmer’s Thermochromatic Lamp for PLUSDESIGN 
features a quintet of cables that clench a temperature-sensitive shade, which chang-
es hue from blue to white when it’s switched on. plusdesigngallery.it 14 The archetypal 
silhouette of Danish company Goodmorning Technology’s Archetype pendant for 
LUCEPLAN is as compact as they come, outfitted with a white LED housed in a 
painted aluminum shade. luceplan.com 15 Equipped to emit direct or indirect light 
using an opal screen or antiglare lamellar grille, Jonathan Maltz’s aluminum Vessel  
for OMIKRON DESIGN—available in the US through YLighting—is suspended from two 

support cables and can be painted in a white or polished steel coat. omikrondesign.com, 
ylighting.com 16 Deriving form from a repurposed saucepan that originally served 
as a shade in its conceptual phase, Jonah Takagi’s F/K/A Table Lamp for MATTER’s 
in-house inaugural MatterMade Collection No. 1 sits atop a powder-coated and 
steel-plated tripod, complete with a pull chord for a hint of nostalgia. mattermatters.com  
17 The classic 1934 Anglepoise task light that designer Finn Magee used during his 
college years prompted him to re-create its productive, efficient atmosphere by way  
of a mere image of the device, embodied in his limited edition Flat Light for MOSS. 
finnmagee.com, mossonline.com 18 Channeling low-hanging fruit, Scholten & Baijings’ 
Yellow Light and Pink Light for ESTABLISHED & SONS’ Principle Collection achieve 
their seemingly textured surfaces with a spray-painting technique applied to the 
hand-blown glass spheres. The gradient gives the lights the effect of looking like 
they’re turned on even when off. establishedandsons.com 19 Signifying the first 
venture in a partnership with FRITZ HANSEN, Christian Dell’s iconic 1930s Kaiser 
Idell series will be reintroduced this fall through the Danish manufacturer. Made  
of high-quality steel, the collection includes table, pendant, wall and floor fixtures 
(shown here) by the designer, who played a key role in defining the Bauhaus style. 
fritzhansen.com 20 Foregoing glass for crystalline flowers, Ferruccio Laviani’s Bloom  
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pendant for KARTELL has a tubular polycarbonate frame encrusted with a series 
of bulbs that shoot beams of light through its many transparent double corolla 
blossoms. kartell.com 21 Aiming to unite several facets within a single installation, 
the Bouroullec brothers debuted their Lianas web of lights at Paris’ GALERIE KREO 
earlier this year. Mounted sporadically on the ceiling, each cord is covered in black or 
natural leather and serves as an anchor for its fiberglass shells. galeriekreo.com 
22 Named after a tiny lighthouse off the coast of Brittany, Ionna Vautrin’s aluminum 
and polycarbonate Binic for FOSCARINI comes in a variety of rich, dense tones  
and recalls the shape of windsocks. foscarini.com 23 Using air and white space as 
building material, KAROLINA NYSTRÖM shaped her In-Between fixture with 
lacquered MDF and nylon thread, making for a floor lamp that will send users into 
a tizzy. konstfack.se/milano 24 The looking glasses in Ron Gilad’s Mirrors series for 
FLOS take users by surprise when they find a chandelier, rather than their reflection, 
upon peering inside. When turned on, the image lights up just like the real thing, 
revealing shadows and contours in the background. flos.com 25 Highlight precious 
objects of your affection by placing them in the porcelain bowl of DAPHNA ISAACS 
and LAURENS MANDERS’ oak wood Tafelstukken unit , an object from a limited 
edition of 15 produced for London’s Mint Gallery this year. daphnaisaacs.nl  

26 Porcelain-based copper goblets line a series of metal hoops in Jaime Hayon’s 
Copacabana Queen chandelier for METALARTE, part of his Copacabana collection 
that includes a floor, wall and hanging device with a similar aesthetic. metalarte.
com 27 Echoing the atmosphere of a mechanic’s garage, DIESEL formed the Tool 
pendant for its three-piece Successful Living From Diesel With Foscarini collection 
entirely out of rubber (hanging lamp, left) and gave the table and floor iterations 
shape with metal stems and cement bases. diesel.foscarini.com 28 The molecule-
like Led Net by Michele De Lucchi and Alberto Nason for ARTEMIDE radiates  
a warm, intense light via low-energy-consumption LEDs. Each is outfitted with a 
transparent methacrylate lens holder and mounted on a satin-finish aluminum plate, 
available in linear (shown here) or circular shape. artemide.us 29 For Brooklyn-
based lighting manufacturer ROLL & HILL, Rich Brilliant Willing designed the 
Excel Chandelier with power-coated steel arms and fabric shades, which house  
a metallic reflector yielding a cozy glow. rollandhill.com 30 A solid oak arm juxtaposes 
with the lacquered iron stem and base of Mathias Hahn’s Scantling, named after 
a classic measuring unit used for cutting wood or stone. The designer made a  
floor and table version for MARSET, each complete with rotating arms and hinges. 
marset.com 31 At once organic and futuristic, Umberto Asnago’s Taaac floor lamp 
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for PENTA (available through New York’s Atelier) arches upward from its 
leather-encased arm and base, shining LED rays onto its user below. pentalight.it, 
atelier-nyc.com 32 Jonas Hakaniemi’s matchbox-inspired Box Light for DESIGN 
HOUSE STOCKHOLM puts the user in control: The gadget’s aluminum frame can 
be slid in or out to change the intensity of its glow. designhousestockholm.com  
33 A facet of Jean-Marie Massaud’s recent collection of seating, planting and 
lighting for California-based outpost ENVIRONMENT, the Grace table lamp comes 
flat-packed and is constructed of paper-thin recyclable Tyvek. Fittingly, it requires 
minimal energy use. environmentfurniture.com 34 Through bending and soldering 
of 0.1 mm-thick copper foil, the handmade Copper Lights by Rotterdam-based 
DAVID DERKSEN achieve a stiff yet paper-like shape. davidderksen.nl 35 Balance 
out a favorite living space with a table or floor configuration of the Stilt Light by 
BLU DOT, featuring a white linen shade and a trio of walnut legs threaded with a 
red cloth–covered cord. bludot.com 36 Designer ELISE GABRIEL made her Velines 
lamps—among other pieces of furniture—from a 100-percent biodegradable wet 
cellulose paste called Zelfo that was applied to a frame and then dry-hardened  
to form a translucent shade. via.fr, zelfo-technology.com 37 Filippo Dell’Orto made 
his Gemini light for SPHAUS true to its astrological roots, outfitting the device 

with twin light sources at the end of its adjustable S-shaped arm. sphaus.it  
38 The nomadic wand that Yann Kersalé conceived for BACCARAT called Jallum 
is fit for the inside or out and consists of a crystal-cut, satin-finished cylindrical  
top and anodized aluminum base. baccarat.com 39 No-nonsense and user-friendly, 
Nathalie Dewez’s La Plic for LIGNE ROSET finds beauty in its simplicity with a 
single bulb clasped by a stainless steel clip and mounted onto a wall. Complete with 
an electronic dimmer, the device comes in a set of three. ligne-roset-usa.com  
40 LEDs are integrated into the marigold-lacquered sides of Smallwork, a steel 
geometric desk lamp in the Big-Game collection by Paris-based design studio 
MOUSTACHE. moustache.fr 41 Originally designed in 1954 by Alvar Aalto, ARTEK 
has re-released its asymmetrical Angel Wing light in honor of the Finnish company’s 
75th anniversary this year. White leather covers its base and stand, giving way to  
a hand-riveted steel shade made of painted thin metal strips that prevent glare by 
diffusing light evenly. artek.fi 42 Inspired by the alien-like creatures of the deep 
sea, the new Superstar chandelier by Warsaw-based design house PUFF-BUFF  
is created by wrapping 155 LED-filled inflatable pockets of elastic PVC around  
a stainless-steel frame. The result: minimal weight and energy usage. puff-buff.com, 
youngcreativepoland.com
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